FRANKENSTEIN

TEST LEVEL 5

Name:

1 Read the questions. Choose the correct answers (a, b or c).
1 What is the aim of Robert Walton’s trip?
a To discover a way for ships to travel from Russia to the North Pole.
b To go to the North Pole by ship to search for people living there.
c To discover a way for ships to pass near the North Pole and go from the Atlantic Ocean
		 to the Pacific Ocean.
2 How does Robert feel?
a He is excited about the trip and is happy to spend some time alone.
b His is well, but feels very alone and misses having a friend to talk to.
c He feels very lonely and is thinking about returning to see his sister.
3 Who did Robert rescue?
a A man on a sledge whose dogs were dead.
b A man walking on the ice with his dogs.
c A sick man lying on the ice asking for help.
4 What does the man tell Robert?
a That he is full of regret and has lost everything.
b That he wants to be good friends with Robert.
c That he is tired of life and wants to die.
/4
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2 Match the two parts of sentences. Draw lines between them.
1 He was extremely cold,
a and I have discovered that he is extremely
2 If the man you are looking for is
intelligent and interesting.
also travelling by sledge,
b you will understand.
3 Since arriving on the ship,
c then I think we have seen him.
4 We have talked a lot,
d I wanted to help him.
5 If you listen to my story,
e so we immediately brought him on to the ship.
6 I told him that
f he has seemed upset and worried.
/6
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3 Complete the text. Choose the correct options (a, b, c or d).
“And now I am full of regret – I 1 a have lost
b had lost
c will lose
d lose
have hope, and a good future 3 a ahead
b in front
c behind
d on
never again 5 a spoken
b spoke
c had spoken
d speak

everything, and my life 2 a finished
. But you
b is finished
c was finished
d finishes
of you. If you 4 a know
b knowing
c knew
d known

my story, you would

like this!”
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/5

4 Complete the sentences with the correct options (a, b, c or d).
1 Elizabeth Lavenza came from …
a Ingolstadt and was Victor’s younger sister who he loved very much.
b Geneva, Switzerland and when her parents died, she was adopted.
c an important family in Milan, but had no family left and was adopted.
d Geneva, Switzerland, and became friends with Victor.
2 One day there was a thunderstorm and …
a Elizabeth and Victor watched it from the window.
b a big tree became a big wall of fire.
c Victor’s house became a big wall of fire.
d Victor went outside to watch it.
3 A professor of science explained to Victor that what he had seen was …
a lightning and was made of electricity.
b very uncommon and dangerous.
c lightning but he had imagined the fire.
d a big storm, but not an electric one.
4 Victor decided he wanted to become …
a an artist and paint the natural world.
b a mathematician and solve problems.
c a scientist and make big discoveries.
d a chemist and make medicines.
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5 Complete the sentences about Chapter Two. Write the correct names from the box.
Victor

Victor’s mother

Henry Clerval

William

Elizabeth

became ill with a terrible fever and was in a lot of danger.
was told to marry Elizabeth one day.
was born when Victor was seven.
cared day and night for Elizabeth but then became ill herself.
became Victor’s close friend at school.

1
2
3
4
5

/5

6 Complete the text. Choose the correct options (a, b, c or d) below.
I knew how to give life, but to what was I 1
give that life? I thought about using something small –
2
an animal perhaps. But no, I decided I
be brave and aim 3
a man. The work would take a
4
very long time and be very difficult, and I knew I
mistakes and have many problems. But making
5
a man was now my dream, and I wanted
it.
I believed that a small person would be more 6
to make, so I planned to create a huge man,
almost eight feel tall. I 7
months finding everything I needed and then I began my work. I worked
late into the night, and by the light 8
the moon I searched the town for the dead bodies 9
.
10
I brought the bones and body parts back to the laboratory in my apartment,
I worked on them,
often doing experiments all day and night.
1

a should

b had to

c going to

d going

2

a should

b might

c can

d ought

3

a would create

b to create

c creation

d creating

4

a made

b would make

c be making

d had made

5

a achieved

b achieve

c achieving

d to achieve

6

a difficult

b difficulter

c difficultly

d most difficult

7

a will spend

b spended

c spent

d have spent

8

a at

b of

c on

d with

9

a to use

b used to

c using

d use

b who

c when

d where

10 a that
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the four questions that Victor asks himself in Chapter Three.
7 Tick
1 Can I create life that lasts forever?
2 How can I create an animal that lives?
3 What does it mean to be “alive”?
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4 Where does life come from?
5 What does it mean to “die”?
6 Could man ever create life through science?
7 Would it be dangerous to create life?
8 Could electricity help to create life?

/4

8 Answer the questions.
1 How did Victor feel just as he finished the creature?

2 What does Victor dream about?

3 Who cared for Victor after he fainted?

/3

9 Write yes or no.
1 Victor’s creation makes him feel happy and proud of himself.
2 Elizabeth comes to take care of Victor.
3 Victor takes Henry to his apartment even though he is nervous.
4 Victor thinks he sees the monster and screams.
5 In Elizabeth’s letter, she writes that William is sick.
/5

10 At the end of Chapter Four, what makes Victor feel better and happy again?
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11 Complete the text with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
The very next day, I started the long journey back to my home city of Geneva, where I
1
(not go) for nearly six years. I 2
(be) full of sadness during
the journey, but there was also some happiness because I was going home. It was dark by the time I
got down from the carriage and started 3
(walk) the last few miles to our house.
4
As I walked the weather changed, and a loud thunderstorm
(come). I watched
5
the lightning coming down from the dark sky to the hills, and I
(feel) the rain
6
on my skin. The weather
(seem) right for my arrival, and right for the terrible
7
thoughts that
(be) in my mind about William’s death.
/7

12 Unscramble the sentences.
1 news. / I / that / I / have / awful / some / regret
.
2 The black / were / marks / neck. / the murderer’s / fingers / around / his / of

.
3 saw / this / down / When / she / fell / ill. / Elizabeth

.
4 Please / home / be / together. / to / so / we / can / come / us / that

.
/4
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13 Put the events from Chapter Six in the correct order (1–6).
a
I found a very small wooden hut that was next to a small cottage.
b
Many days passed, and I found it difficult to keep warm and find food.
c
I went outside, but before I left your apartment I saw some clothes.
d
I lived this way for a long time, watching the family and learning about their lives.
e
I lived very simply in the forest, learning about myself and my body.
f
I did not want to frighten the people in the cottage, so I stayed inside the hut.
/6
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the three questions that the monster asks himself in Chapter Seven.
14 Tick
1 Am I a man or woman?
2 Had I ever been a young child?
3 Why is the sky blue?
4 Where were my friends and family?
5 What was I?
6 What country am I living in?
7 How tall am I?
/3
15 How does the monster find out how he was made? Choose the correct answer
(a, b, c or d).
a From a piece of paper he finds in Felix’s house.
b From a conversation he has with Victor.
c From papers that he finds in the forest.
d From the papers he had taken from Victor’s laboratory.
/1
16 Complete the sentences. Unscramble the words in brackets.
1 At that moment the door opened, and Agatha and Felix walked in.
Oh, it was
(r r i h o f i c).
2 How awful and miserable that day was. I was full of
(a g r e) and hate.
3 I read your papers again and discovered from them that you lived in Geneva. I wanted
(g e r v e n e).
4 I stayed nearby for several days, hoping to see you, before I came to the
(u a i n s n t m o).
5 I need a
(e f m a e l) to share my life with, and she must be like me.
/5
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17 Complete the text. Choose the correct options (a–f) below.
The boy fought me and 1
. I wanted him to stop shouting so 2
. Soon the shouting stopped,
3
and he lay dead on the ground
. I looked down at the body and felt 4
, because I knew that
the boy’s death would be 5
. Then, as I was looking at the boy, I saw something 6
. It was a
very small picture of a very beautiful woman.
a a strange happiness

b I put my hands around his neck

c a terrible thing for you, my creator

d shouted horrific things about me

e at my feet

f around his neck
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18 Correct the sentences about Chapter Nine.
1 Victor agrees to create a child for the monster.

2 Victor told his family he needed to go to Italy to study exciting new science there.

3 Victor travelled alone.

/3

19 Who said these things? Write Victor or the monster.
1 “You created me, and so you must do this for me.”
2 “Yet I am the one talking calmly and who wants to make peace.”
3 “No! I will not do it. And I don’t care what you do to me.”
4 “I will live in peace, and you will never see me or hear from me again.”
5 “If I do what you ask, will you promise me one thing?”
/5

20 Read the text. Write T (true), F (false) or DS (does not say) next to the sentences below.
I was thinking about the monster. It had been about three years earlier that I had started to make the
first creature in my laboratory in Ingolstadt. I had not known what he would be like, and I did not know
what this female creature would be like either. My head was now full of questions. What would I do if
the female creature was more dangerous than the first monster? He had promised to go far away, and
keep away from people. But his new female friend had not. If she wanted to kill people, it would be very
difficult to stop her. What would the monster do if the new female hated him? What would happen if
they had children together and created more dangerous monsters? I suddenly saw the seriousness of
what I was doing, and I felt sick. Could I refuse to do it? If I decided wrongly, perhaps many more bad
things would happen.
1 Victor had started to make the female monster three years earlier.
2 Victor knew what the female creature would be like.
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3 Victor has lots of questions and does not know what to do.
4 Victor feels miserable living in Scotland by himself.
5 Victor thinks that more bad things could happen if he does not make the right decision.
6 Victor feels so ill that he decides to stop his work.

/6
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21 Complete the text. Choose from the sentences (a–f) below. There is one extra sentence.
I left the room and locked it, and then I made a promise to myself. 1
. Then I went to my bedroom,
but I could not sleep. Several hours later, I heard the front door of my cottage moving. 2
.
Moments later, the bedroom door opened, and the monster walked slowly into my room. 3
.
“I have followed you across Europe. I have waited patiently for months. 4
. What are you
trying to do? Have you broken your promise to me?”
“Yes,” I replied. “I have broken my promise. 5
. I cannot! Now go away!”
a I will never again make another creature.
b I was terrified, but there was nothing I could do.
c I will not change my mind.
d But now you have damaged what you created.
e I would never make another creature again.
f He whispered in a slow, angry voice.

/5

22 Where is Victor at the end of Chapter Ten? Choose the correct answer (a, b, c or d).
a Scotland
b Wales
c Ireland
d Greenland
/1

23 Complete the sentences. Choose the correct words from the box.
smiling

fishermen

miserable

court

magistrate

murder

fainted

prison

1 I was taken to a building in the town centre and was introduced to the
2
3
4
5
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6
7
8

.
When I heard these words, I remembered the
of my brother, and I felt sick.
Two of the
took me by the arms, and we were immediately led to the
room where the body lay.
Even now, I feel sick and
just thinking about it.
The pain was too great for me, and I
.
A month later, I was called to go to
, which was in a town almost 100 miles away.
My life would be miserable anyway, whether I was in
or not.
We arrived in Geneva a week later, and I was very happy to see Elizabeth’s
face.
/8
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the three true sentences.
24 Tick
1 Victor felt nervous on his wedding night with Elizabeth.
2 Victor felt relaxed and happy, and knew everything would be fine.
3 No one went to look for the monster because they were too scared.
4 After Elizabeth’s murder, Victor returned to Geneva.
5 Victor’s father became very ill and depressed, and eventually died.
6 Victor decided that he did not want to take revenge on the monster.
/3

the four feelings Victor has in Chapter Thirteen.
25 Tick
proud
alone
depressed
embarrassed
hungry
calm
angry
/4

26 Choose the best summary of what happens in Chapter Thirteen.
a Victor tells a magistrate about his story of the monster and the murders in his family. The magistrate
says that they can work together to hunt down the monster. Eventually, the monster kills the
magistrate and Victor is left completely alone.
b Victor tells a magistrate the story of the monster and the murders in his family, but the magistrate
is not able to help. Victor decides to hunt down the monster himself and chases him into Russia.
When he sees Walton’s ship, the ice breaks but he uses pieces of wood to move himself towards the
ship and is rescued.
c Victor feels angry and wants to take revenge on the monster. He starts a journey to hunt the monster,
but he gets very weak and thin. When he arrives in Russia, he gives up and dies next to his dogs.
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/1

27 Circle the correct words.
1 It was dangerous, but we were lucky and the ship was not damaged / depressed.
2 We do not always talk about his horrific / innocent experiences.
3 I think I would rather die out here than give up and return home not having made any new
experiments / discoveries.
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4 Every person who sees me is miserable / scared of me.
5 I will collect wood and make a huge fire. On it I will hang / burn myself and die.

/5

28 Put the words in the correct column.
depressed

Nouns

electricity

chase

Verbs

bury

terrified

sailor

Adjectives

/6
29 Match the words with the definitions. Draw lines between them.
1 upset
a Extremely bad.
2 revenge
b A small building with one room.
3 horrific
c A living person or animal.
4 hut
d When you do something to hurt someone who did something to hurt you.
5 creature
e This makes machines work. It makes light and heat.
6 electricity
f Sad or worried about something that has happened.
7 shore
g The land at the edge of a sea or lake.
/7
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30 Complete the summaries of the events in the book. Use the passive forms of the

verbs in brackets.
1 A monster
(create) when Victor discovers how to design a living being.
2 Victor immediately regrets his creation. His younger brother, William
(murder). This is the beginning of many more murders in Victor’s family.
3 Justine
(hang) for the murder of William although she is innocent.
4 Victor
(force) by the monster to create a female for him. With this,
the monster promises to leave Victor in peace.
5 In Scotland, Victor works on the creation of a female for the monster, but decides it is a bad idea.
When the monster appears, Victor starts to damage the female. He pulls pieces from her and
throws her to the floor. The female
(destroy).
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6 On his wedding night, Victor is prepared to kill the monster, but the monster murders

Elizabeth first. The monster
in the village but they find nothing.
7 Victor continues the hunt for the monster alone and
Robert Walton. Victor is very weak and dies.

(chase) for hours by the people
(rescue) by

/7
/140
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